Secret sharing is a conventional technique for realizing secure communications in information networks, where a dealer distributes to n players a secret, which can only be decoded through the cooperation of k (n=2 < k ≤ n) players. In recent years, quantum resources have been employed to enhance security of secret sharing, which has been named quantum secret sharing (QSS). A multipartite bound entanglement (BE) state of an optical field, due to its special entanglement features, can be used in quantum networks to improve security and flexibility of communication. We design and experimentally demonstrate a QSS protocol, where the dealer modulates a secret on a four-partite BE state and then distributes the submodes of the BE state to four spatially separated players. The presented QSS scheme has the capability to protect secrets from eavesdropping and dishonest players, because a nonlocal and deterministic BE state is shared among four authorized players. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.121.150502 Secret sharing is a multipartite cryptographic communication scheme, which was introduced independently by Shamir and Blakley in 1979 [1,2]. In the secret sharing protocol, a dealer first distributes secret messages to n players with some particular techniques. Then the secret can be extracted only when k players (n=2 < k ≤ n) collaborate in forming the access structure, whereas the remaining n − k players cannot obtain any secret even if they work together, thereby forming the adversary structure. Secret sharing provides a significant method for secure network communications and distributed computation. It has been demonstrated in various systems that the security of information networks can be enhanced if quantum resources [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] are applied, and the secret sharing protocol using quantum resources has been termed quantum secret sharing (QSS) [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Varieties of QSS protocols can be summarized by the following three tasks [12, 13] : (CC): Classical information is shared among players through secure and private channels. (CQ): Classical information is shared through public or insecure channels. (QQ): A quantum state is shared by distributing QSS states through public channels, also known as quantum state sharing. S. Gaertner et al. have experimentally demonstrated a four-party QSS with four-photon entanglement [14] . Later, a five-photon graph-state-based QSS was experimentally realized for sharing both classical and quantum secrets [15] . Very recently, secret sharing of a quantum entangled state was accomplished by employing a six-photon entangled state [16] . Aside from the entangled states of single photons, continuous-variable (CV) entangled states of lights can also be used as quantum resources to implement QSS [17] . A secret coherent state was encoded into a tripartite CV Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) entangled state of light for performing (2,3) threshold quantum state sharing [18] . In order to construct larger QSS networks with more players, entanglement resources with more entangled parties have to be required [19] [20] [21] [22] .
Secret sharing is a multipartite cryptographic communication scheme, which was introduced independently by Shamir and Blakley in 1979 [1, 2] . In the secret sharing protocol, a dealer first distributes secret messages to n players with some particular techniques. Then the secret can be extracted only when k players (n=2 < k ≤ n) collaborate in forming the access structure, whereas the remaining n − k players cannot obtain any secret even if they work together, thereby forming the adversary structure. Secret sharing provides a significant method for secure network communications and distributed computation. It has been demonstrated in various systems that the security of information networks can be enhanced if quantum resources [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] are applied, and the secret sharing protocol using quantum resources has been termed quantum secret sharing (QSS) [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Varieties of QSS protocols can be summarized by the following three tasks [12, 13] : (CC): Classical information is shared among players through secure and private channels. (CQ): Classical information is shared through public or insecure channels. (QQ): A quantum state is shared by distributing QSS states through public channels, also known as quantum state sharing. S. Gaertner et al. have experimentally demonstrated a four-party QSS with four-photon entanglement [14] . Later, a five-photon graph-state-based QSS was experimentally realized for sharing both classical and quantum secrets [15] . Very recently, secret sharing of a quantum entangled state was accomplished by employing a six-photon entangled state [16] . Aside from the entangled states of single photons, continuous-variable (CV) entangled states of lights can also be used as quantum resources to implement QSS [17] . A secret coherent state was encoded into a tripartite CV Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) entangled state of light for performing (2,3) threshold quantum state sharing [18] . In order to construct larger QSS networks with more players, entanglement resources with more entangled parties have to be required [19] [20] [21] [22] .
Here we design and experimentally demonstrate a new CC QSS protocol, in which a four-partite CV bound entanglement (BE) state is used as the quantum resource. For evaluating the performance of CC QSS tasks, we calculate the secret key rates-i.e., the amount of secure key distilled from the shared quantum states-in order to encode a classical secret [12] . Comparing the secret key rates using BE states and other kinds of entangled states, we show that our scheme has the clear advantage that the secret key rates extracted from two quadrature components are totally balanced. This is difficult in QSS systems based on GHZ and cluster entangled states, as their quantum correlation features are not balanced. A balanced secret sharing rate is important: In the CC QSS task, the balanced secret sharing rate can result in an optimal classical processing efficiency, while in the CQ and QQ QSS tasks, the balanced secret sharing rate can be easily used to find the possible eavesdropping, whichever basis is selected in the measurement.
The schematics of experimental principle and setup are shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), respectively. According to the features of the multipartite BE state, no pure entanglement can be distilled between any two parties by means of local operation and classical communication [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] 
In principle, if we have an infinitely squeezed state, the secret can be protected from the adversary structure and extracted perfectly by the access structure. However, for the practical case of finite squeezing, the classical secret cannot be perfectly recovered by the access structure while partial information is leaked into the adversary structure. Thus, we need to calculate the secret key rate, which is usually used in CV quantum key distribution (QKD) to distill the secure secret key [29, 30] . In Ref. [12] , the derivation of the minimum secret key rate K is provided for a single-variable QSS. Although amplitude and phase components are used to share the secret in our proposal, these two components are completely independent, and only one quadrature is measured at a specified time. The minimum secret key rate K in our experiment can also be expressed by
where IðD∶AÞ is the mutual information obtained by the access structure, and IðD∶EÞ is the Holevo bound, which represents the maximum possible knowledge obtained by the adversary structure. PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 121, 150502 (2018) 150502-2 respectively, where (r þ r 0 ) is the antisqueezed parameter for the antisqueezed quadrature components of the initial EPR state. The value of the extra noise factor r 0 is not a constant, and it increases with the increase of r. Using the measured noise of quadrature components, we get r 0 ≃ 2r=3, which is used in our theoretical calculation. If four players collaborate, they form the access structure, and the secret key rate K 4 is equal to the mutual information obtained by the access structure, IðD∶AÞ 4 . For (3, 4) threshold QSS, the access structure is the collaboration of any three players, and the adversary structure is the remaining one. Based on the special correlation characteristics of the BE state, IðD∶AÞ 3 is almost kept at a specified value and IðD∶EÞ 1 decreases with the increase of r. Thus, the secret key rate of any three players K 3 is able to be higher than 0, and (3, 4) threshold QSS can be realized. On the other hand, the cooperation of any two players should not obtain the shared secret, and thus the secret key rate with the collaboration of any two players K 2 should always be below zero [31] . Figure 2 presents the theoretical results of K 3 and K 4 as functions of the strength of modulated signals for various r. There, the dashed, solid, and dotted traces correspond to r ¼ 1.5, 0.93, 0.5, respectively. (Note that r ¼ 0.93 is the measured value in our experiment.) The blue and red traces depict the secret key rates of K 4 and K 3 , respectively. We see that K 4 and K 3 are always positive, indicating that QSS of four players and of any three players can be realized in our system. Although CC QSS protocol can also be implemented with four-partite GHZ and linear cluster entangled states, only QSS based on a CV BE state shows the balanced feature between the secret key rates of amplitude quadrature and phase quadrature [31] ).
The schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1(b) . The laser source (CDPSSFG-VIB, made by the YuGuang company) is a solid-state single-frequency and stable-frequency continuous wave Nd:YAP/LBO laser with two output wavelengths at 540 and 1080 nm. The two output lasers are separated into two parts by a dichroic beam splitter (DBS) coated for high reflection (HR) at 540 nm and antireflection (AR) at 1080 nm. The mode cleaner MC1 (MC2) is a three-mirror ring cavity that provides the spatiotemporal filtering of the 1080 nm (540 nm) laser for the downstream experiment. The finesse of MC1 (MC2) is 500 (650) for 1080 nm (540 nm). The cleaned laser beam at 540 nm is injected into a nondegenerate optical parametric amplifier (NOPA) as the pump field. The cleaned laser at 1080 nm is separated into seven parts, four parts of which serve as local oscillators (LO) in each balanced homodyne detector (BHD j , j ¼ 1-4). The power and the polarization of LO in each BHD are adjusted by means of rotating the half-wave plate (HWP) in front of a polarization beam splitter (PBS). Two parts are used to generate the thermal states (ν ν T i ¼ 3.5, which satisfies the requirement of nondistillability of the BE state [27] . The last part of the cleaned infrared beam is used as the seed beam injected into the NOPA. The NOPA consists of a wedged type-II noncritical phase matching a KTiOPO 4 ðKTPÞ of dimensions 3 × 3 × 10 mm 3 and a concave mirror (M0) with a radius of curvature of 50 mm. M0 is coated for a transmission of T ¼ 12.5% for 1080 nm and HR for 540 nm to be used as the output coupler of the NOPA. The front face of the KTP crystal is HR-coated for 1080 nm and T 0 ¼ 20% for 540 nm, which serves as the input coupler of the NOPA. The end face of the KTP is AR-coated for both 1080 and 540 nm [36] . When the relative phase between the pump and the injected seed beam is locked to π þ 2mπ (where m is an integer), the EPR entangled state with anticorrelation of quadrature amplitudes and correlation of quadrature phases is produced. When the relative phase between the signal beam and the corresponding LO in BHD j is controlled at mπ or π=2 þ mπ (where m is an integer), the combination noises of the quadrature amplitude and quadrature phase of the signal beam are measured, respectively [36, 37] 36] . In order to realize QSS, a classical secret message and its phase conjugate are first modulated, respectively, on two submodes of an EPR entangled state (â EPR1 andâ EPR2 ). Thenâ EPR1 (â EPR2 ) and a thermal stateν
interfere on a BS, producing two output submodes,b 1 andb 2 (b 3 andb 4 ). Thus, the secret message is carried by all four submodes  (b 1 ,b 2 ,b 3 , andb 4 ) , which are sent to four space-separated players. The noise spectra of their amplitude and phase quadratures are detected by BHD j , consisting of a BS and two high-efficiency photodiodes. The submodes received by the four players are expressed by [28] 
The noise power spectra of the quadrature amplitude and phase from 2.0 to 2.5 MHz for different collaborations of players measured by spectrum analyzers (SAs) are shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) , where the modulated sinusoidal signals at 2.25 MHz with 1.52 Vpp are generated from the arbitrary signal generators (the corresponding V s is 2.40). The blue traces are the noise with the collaboration of four players f1; 2; 3; 4g, which are 7.8 AE 0.2 dB below the corresponding QNL, i.e., hΔ 1, 2, 3, 4) are the optimal classical gains for minimizing the noises. The black traces are the noise of submodeŝ b 1 andb 2 as well asb 3 andb 4 , which are 10.5 AE 0.2 dB above the QNL. The pink traces correspond to the noise with other combinations of two players [the collaborations of player 1 and player 3, player 1 and player 4, player 2 and player 3, as well as player 2 and player 4 are labeled by f1ð2Þ; 3ð4Þg], which are 4.5 AE 0.2 dB above the QNL. The green traces correspond to the noise measured by any individual player, which are 8.7 AE 0.2 dB above the corresponding QNL. The signal-noise ratio (SNR)-i.e., the ratio of signal power to noise power as denoted by Σ-depends on both the amplitude of the signal and the noise power level [38, 39] . We can see that the modulated secret signals can be extracted when four players or any three players cooperate, with the corresponding SNRs being Σ 4 ¼ 30.8 and Σ 3 ¼ 1.2, respectively. It is natural that the secret key rate among four players is higher than that for the collaboration of any three players in QSS, as quantum correlation among four submodes is much better than that among any three.
For visualizing the performance of the QSS system, a simple communication paradigm with a modulated information string is shown in Fig. 4 . The dealer modulates randomly a set of keys [ Fig. 4(a) ], which correspond to different modulation voltages given by the arbitrary signal generator, on the amplitude quadrature of an EPR state. Then the dealer distributes four submodes of the BE state to four players as described before. Figures 4(b) and 4(c) are the measured results with QSS schemes by the collaborations of four players and three players, respectively. When the strength of modulated signals is higher (the modulation voltage of the signal generators is 1.52 Vpp, and the corresponding V s is 2.40), the shared secrets can be easily extracted by the collaboration of four players or by any three players. When the modulation voltage is reduced to 0.40 Vpp (the corresponding V s is 0.63), the shared secrets still can be extracted by the collaboration of all four players, but it is difficult for the collaboration of any three players. The duration time of 2.25 MHz modulated signals is 0.444 ms, and the estimated speed rate of QSS communication is about 2.25 kbit=s, which is limited by the squeezed bandwidth of the initial EPR state.
In conclusion, we have experimentally implemented a four-player-threshold CC QSS based on a CV four-partite BE state. Although the size of the present experimental setup is 0.9 × 1.2 m 2 , the spatial distances among players can be distant when the quantum entanglement distributed among them has not been totally destroyed by transmission losses or extra noise. When a BE state with more submodes is available, the presented QSS scheme can be directly extended to larger systems with many more players. While we merely demonstrated CC QSS protocol, CQ and QQ QSS can be also implemented based on the BE in a similar fashion. The basic communication techniques of the presented QSS scheme, except for an offline prepared BE state, are compatible with that of classical secret sharing, which thus opens a convenient and favorable path for practical applications of QSS.
